Recent advances have illustrated substantial benefits from learning Bayesian networks (BNs). However, when the available data size is small, the BN parameter learning becomes a key challenge in many intelligent applications. By integrating both sample data and expert constraints, we propose a BN parameter learning algorithm with extension method-parameter extension under constraints (PEUC) by introducing related domain expert knowledge. Knowledge is transformed into inequality constraints which candidate parameter sets arise from the relative constraints space.The maximum entropy principle helps to estimate the parameter in statistical averaging model while candidate sets of BN parameters satisfy the constrained knowledge by bootstrapping techniques. Then BN parameters are estimated based on the real available sampled data set and extension streams of candidate parameters samples from the constraints space. The sample size is also taken into account according to the contribution to the final parameters. Experimental results of benchmark BN modeling problems demonstrate that PEUC algorithm tends to the classical MLE algorithm when the modeling data size is sufficient. Furthermore, when the available data size is small, the parameters of BN can be estimated by PEUC as well, and the learned accuracy is superior to MLE, MAP or QMAP algorithm. Finally, PEUC is also applied to a real bearing fault diagnosis case. The presented approach provides a new promising BN parameter learning way for more intelligent system modeling problems, particularly when the data sets are small.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bayesian networks (BN) are the probabilistic state-of-theart model for reasoning under uncertainty in the machine learning field [1] - [3] . They are especially useful in real-world decision support problems composed by many different variables with a complex dependency structure. Practical applications of these models have been successfully applied include text classification, automatic robot control, fault diagnostic, etc. [4] - [6] . While the BN learning (modeling) is the basis for BN reasoning with the sample characteristics data/ evidences, and the results of BN reasoning can also test the effectiveness of different learning approaches. BN 
learning includes
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Oguz Bayat. structure learning (causal relationships involving unobserved variables) and parameter learning (the conditional probability table, CPT) respectively.
During the last two decades, BN learning has been investigated by many researchers particularly as the popularity of BNs increased. In occasions of sufficient sample data, the classical maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) algorithm is one of the more effective learning methods based on the data [7] . In [8] , faster convergence parameterizations in 72 natural domains are investigated.
However, since the material cost or time cost is too expensive and other reasons, it is often difficult to collect such sufficient data for the sake of modeling decision-making systems. For example data sets are often scarce for aeroplane engines in fault diagnosis, air combat situation assessment, VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ occasional medical disease, or in the security system for terrorist identification etc.The scarcity of data collection reduces the accuracy of parameter estimation. The modeling approach by the pure small/scarce data set may yield weird reasoning results that fail to accept for the domain experts [9] , [10] .
Although it is tough for the experts to give the exact quantitative BN parameters, they are often readily tend to give the qualitative relation information between network nodes representing events, i.d., the qualitative constraint information. When there are limited data available, Zhou et al. [4] pointed that, it is often easy to provide some qualitative constraints by domain expert knowledge. For a simple example, despite the fact the accurate quantitative parameters/CPTs are hard to provide, people readily accept this assertion from domain knowledge: that individuals who smoke have a higher risk of getting lung cancer. This assertion can yield the constraint P(cancer=true| smoke=true)>P(cancer=true|smoke=false). Thus, this qualita-tive probability relationship for ''Smoke→Lung Cancer'' is a widely acceptable BN model [4] .
In small data set situations, there are two main approaches for BN learning: data extension-based and constraints-based approaches.
A well-known approach of data extension-based ones refers to data augmentation, where synthetic data are generated exploiting a specific method. To learn BN structures, when only small data sets are available, Friedman et al. [11] exploited Bootstrap sampling to generate augmentation synthetic data sets. For small time series training sets, Forestier et al. [12] presented a framework for generating synthetic data under Dynamic Time Warping weighted averaging. Obviously, these data extension methods are exploited for BN structure learning problems.
As to the constraints-based learning approaches, several ones have been advanced to integrate constraints for disparate and specialized tasks for the sake of parameter learning. To handle with incomplete data sets, with equivalence constraints assumption, a parameter learning Bayesian networks is put forward [13] . To learn from small or sparse data, when the constraint type is single, the constraints can only confine the parameter in a relatively wide possible solution space [14] , [15] . In case of scarce data, with more constraint types used, Chang and Wang [16] advanced the Qualitative Maximum A Posterior (QMAP) approach with the combination of the real small statistical data and the augmented virtual data to estimate BN parameters by refusing-and-acceptance algorithm based on the probability distribution function estimation knowledge. The QMAP is a state-of-the-art solution for parameter learning with small or scarce data currently. And as the further improvement of QMAP, Further Constraints QMAP algorithm is also presented [17] . Under the strong assumption of all convex parameter constraints are obtained, QMAP methods supply good estimation results based on the constraints and the relating augmented virtual data. This assumption is almost impossible in practice, and these complete constraint sets often are not easily and fully ready due to the domain knowledge cognition limit and the complexity of the relating BNs. The computation complexity and the difficulty of the acquirement for prior probability distribution function integration estimation restrict this method in practical applications.
In this paper, to leverage from certain prior constraints based on the data extension technique, we propose a parameter learning algorithm, parameter extension under constraints (PEUC). The method we use differs greatly from Friedman's data extension method in two aspects. First, our extension is for the parameter modeling purpose instead of the structure modeling purpose. Second, in the light of the maximum entropy principle, our method directly generates parameter samples while the Friedman's estimation generates virtual synthetic evidence samples from the prior constraints. Experimental results of benchmark BN modeling problems reveal that PEUC algorithm tends to the classical MLE algorithm when the modeling data size is sufficient. And when the available data size is small, the parameters of BN can be estimated by PEUC as well. The learned accuracy is superior to MLE, MAP or QMAP algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the task of parameter learning for Bayesian networks and the notion of typical prior constraints. In Section 3, we discuss a parameter learning algorithm based on parameter extension under constraints. In Section 4, we evaluate our approach for learning Bayesian network parameters with some constrained data sets, and compare it with two more specialized approaches: MLE and QMAP algorithms. Finally, Section 5 includes the main conclusions.
II. TECHNICAL PRELIMINARIES A. PARAMETER LEARNING
The BN, as a tuple BN(G, θ), consists of a set of probabilistic distribution sets θ for each dependent variable with a directed acyclic graph G [18] . Our task here is to perform parameter (conditional probability distribution, CPT) estimation in a Bayesian network where the structure is known in advance. The BN defines a joint probability distribution over nodes X i (1 ≤ i ≤ n, n is the total number of network nodes in BN) given by:
where P a (X i ) represents the conditional probability distribution of the parent node set in the G, P(X i |P a (X i )) represents the probability of each value containing the variable of the given parent node value in the G.The probability for P(X i |Pa(X i )) is expressed as θ ijk =P(X i =k| Pa(X i ) =j), θ ijk ∈ θ , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ k ≤ r i , 1 ≤ j ≤ q i , where r i represent the number of states of X i and q i represent the number of states of parent node Pa(X i ). Obviously, there are r i ×q i parameters for the node X i . Learning parameters for a Bayesian Network entails estimating parameters with a given sample data set, and the maximum likelihood estimation of parameter θ ijk is
when a full Bayesian solution is impractical [19] , the classical MAP approach has been proposed to address the problem by the Dirichlet prior [19] :
where τ ijk is referred as the equivalent sample size corresponding to N ijk , where τ ij= k τ ijk . Flat prior and likelihood equivalent uniform Bayesian Dirichlet (BDeu) prior for τ ijk are widely used. The MAP estimate for a single parameter θ ijk iŝ
B. QUALITATIVE MAXIMUM A POSTERIORI METHOD
To accomplish the learning task, we assume an instance data set is available. In addition, a set of informative prior parameter equality and/or inequality constraints is provided by the domain expert knowledge. The relationship among the expert prior knowledge, data (D) and BN parameters is as follows [16] : log P(θ |G, D, ) = log(D|θ, ) + log(G|θ, ) − c (5) where G is BN structure, is the constraint information. Both G and can be formed through P(X i = k, P a (X i ) = j| ) expert knowledge, D is the sampled instance data and θ is the BN parameter to be learned.
Let P(X i = k, P a (X i ) = j| ) be the mean value of the L sampled parameters from the parameter constraints using the rejection-acceptance sampling strategy. And L, which satisfies all the known parameter constraints, is the number of sampled parameter instances. (See [16] for more details. And the value of L in this paper is set to 500.) Finally, the maximum estimation of the QMAP score function is computed aŝ
where M ijk = A · P(X i = k, P a (X i ) = j| ). The best value of the coefficient A can be determined by cross-validation method.
C. PRIOR CONSTRAINS
Prior constraints in BN can be derived from the qualitative domain knowledge and be converted into different constraints in the forms of the conditional probability. We thus introduce the notion of some common constraints [17] .
(i) Axiomatic constraints define the parameters relationship that refers to the configuration of the state of a fixed parent node. For example, basic constraints, θ ijk = 1, 0 ≤ θ ijk ≤ 1, ∀i, j, k;
(ii) Range constraints confine the lower and upper bounds of any parameter in BN, 0 ≤ α ijk ≤ θ ijk ≤ β ijk ≤ 1;
(iii) Cross distribution constraints describe the relative relation of different conditional parameters. If the two constraint parameters, the node index i and the state value k, have different parent node combinations j, this constraint is referred as the cross distribution constraint, which is usually derived from qualitative causality, θ ijk ≤, ≥ θ ij k , ∀j = j ;
(iv) Internal distribution constraints refer to the relative relation of parameters of the same condition. If the parameters don't share any of node index i and the parent node combination j have different state values k, the constraint is called the internal distribution constraint. θ ijk ≤, ≥ θ ijk , ∀k = k ;
(v) Inter-distribution constraints picture the relative relation of parameters of the same condition. If any two constraint parameters do not share any node index i, the parent node combination j, and the state value k, the constraint is referred to as the inter distribution constraint.
(vi) Approximate equality constraints depict the close relationship between any two parameters. It can be expressed as:
(vii) Add synergistic constraints define a comparison of the sum of the two parameters in a different distribution. For
(viii) Product synergetic constraints describe a comparative relationship between the products of two parameters under different distributions. For example, θ i1k ×θ i2k ≤ θ i3k ×θ i4k , ∀i, k.
D. SAMPLE COMPLEXITY OF BAYESIAN NETWORK PARAMETER LEARNING GIVEN FIXED-STRUCTURE
When the data set size is small, ML estimation is often inaccurate. This often leads ridiculous BN reasoning results, which mean more information about parameter constraints is required for MLE. ''Sample complexity'' refers to the least number of samples required to learn parameters with a certain accuracy. In this regard, Koller and Friedman defined a way to calculate the sample complexity bound for parameter learning with a fixed BN structure as follows [19] :
where M is the number of instances required to obtain a PAC-bound grows in the error ε, d is the maximum number of parent nodes in BN, λ is a measure of the skewness of the distribution, the confidence 1/δ, γ is the KL error, and n is the total number of network nodes in BN.
E. MAXIMUM ENTROPY PRINCIPLE
The basic idea of maximum entropy states that the probability distribution which best represents the current knowledge state with the largest entropy on the basis of all known events. Based on a model with the maximum entropy principle,
Berger et al. suggested the parametric form for the model p ∈ C could be expressed as follows [20] :
where C is a set of probability distribution that satisfies the constraint conditions, and p(x)p(y|x) is the joint probability of random variables corresponding to events, the mathematical measurement of the conditional distribution p(y|x) is provided by the conditional entropy. According to the maximum entropy principle, if L sets of BN candidate parameters satisfy the constrained knowledge set , they have the even probability to approach the real BN parameters. The maximum entropy principle helps to address the issue of parameter estimation in statistical averaging model naturally.
III. BN PARAMETER LEARNING ALGORITHM WITH PARAMETER EXTENSION UNDER CONSTRAINTS A. ALGORITHM OVERVIEW
The eight types of prior constraints above are common in real-world problems. But obviously, to provide all these constraints are almost impossible for the domain experts due to the domain knowledge cognition limit and the uncertainty and complexity of the relating BNs. However, partial constraints on the BN parameters are often available from the expert's experience. They may also supply useful information for parameter learning.
An overview of our BN parameter learning algorithm with parameter extension under constrains(PEUC) framework is given in Algorithm 1.
Our task now is, given the BN structure, to learn the parameters θ of a BN from a dataset S that is subject to the constraints , even when the data set size is small.
We refer to this framework as PEUC which contains four main steps:
Step 1: Set the constraint set by expert experiences given the BN structure G, the size of extension candidate parameter set L;instance from the constraints set.
Step 2: Compute initial parameters θ ijk (S) by the small sample set with MAP algorithm using Eq.(4); count the sample size Snum, determine the sample bound M using Eq. (7), and the parameter weight balance factor ξ using Eq. (9) .
Step 3: Calculate θ ijk (PEUC) by Eq. (10) with PEUC method according to the maximum entropy principle (MEP).
where θ ijk (S) is the parameter calculated with available small samples. The second term in Eq.(10) is derived from MEP. ξ ∈ [0, 1] is a factor balancing the belief between the expert knowledge and the available sample information. For example, PEUC took 0.0039s to process Asia network (see Table 7 , last row) with 600 available samples on our computer (Intel core i7 CPU 2.5 GHz, 8G memory), while MLE took 0.0037s. All the experiments are completed with MATLAB 2014a. 
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In terms of learning accuracy and efficiency, we carried out experiments to evaluate the learning performance of different algorithms on three typical benchmark networks (Weather, Asia, and Win95pts BNs). The learning accuracy was evaluated by the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, which indicates the divergence between the learned parameters and the ground truth. The learning efficiency was evaluated by the learning time. Subsequently, we consider a real learning tasks in a bearing fault diagnosis domain while the sample data sets are provided. The algorithms implemented in MATLAB 2014a are based on functions and subroutines from the BNT toolbox [22] .
In the following experiments, we compare against existing strategies for estimating parameters from sample data. We introduce two competitors, MLE(pure data based) and QMAP(constraints based) to our PEUC algorithm. (The data are available upon request. )
A. SYNTHETIC SAMPLE EXPERIMENT SETTINGS
We performed experiments on three typical benchmark networks (Weather, Asia, and Win95pts BNs, http://www.bnlearn.com/bnrepository/), and the parameter size of the networks varied from small, medium, to large. The networks are summarized in Table 1 .
The Asia model used in following experiments is shown in Fig. 1 , and the structure of the Asia model and the parameters come from [23] . And the most complicate CPT case is for node 'D'. For the sake of simplicity, we assign an index for each parameter in the example network and the ground true values for node 'D' are listed in Table 2 . The event value ''1'' stands for the event is ''false'' and ''2'' means that the event is ''true'' respectively.
1) The data sparsities considered in this experiment were from 1 to 600. 2) According to the 8 CPT indices in TABLE 2, the size of full constraints in inequality form is C(8, 2) = (8×7)/(2×1) = 28. Obviously, they are not easily obtained in practice. Instead of full constraints, 14 much easier parameter constraints were provided for the learning purpose as summarized in Table 3 . Since from C11 to C14 are axiomatic constraints, only the other 10 constraints are discussed in following experiments. 3) For QMAP, the same 14 parameter constraints were used for the sake of comparison. The best value of the coefficient A is determined by cross-validation method from 1 to 20. The KL-divergence is as follows [19] :
where θ [.] represents the real parameter, and θ [.] represents the estimated parameters. Note that the KL-divergence is nonnegative, and equals to zero if and only if the two distribution parameters are equivalent, and the smaller of the KL value is, the much closer the estimated parameters are to the real parameters. We use ''sample_bnet'' function in BNT package to simulate continuously varying sample sizes among a set of original BN models. The simulation procedure is as follows:for each BN, samples are drawn from 1 to 600 instances respectively. For the Asia model, the samples shown in Table 4 are used to learn the original network.
Because the networks are learned from varying numbers of samples, they will vary in degree of sizes to the original target respectively.
Results are quantified by averaging KLD between estimated CPTs and true ones. In each experiment we run 15 trials with random data samples and report the mean and standard deviation of the KLD.
B. RESULTS

1) PARAMETER LEARNING WITH DIFFERENT SAMPLE SIZES
First, we examined the learning performance of different algorithms under different sample sizes.
600 instances for Asia model are available thank to TABLE 4. Then, we may obtain any sample data size that is smaller than 600 instances by sampling techniques. The ML estimation, QMAP estimation, and PEUC estimation can be computed from these smaller samples as follows.
When the sample data size is 1 and 35, the ML estimation results of the parameter P(D|LCTB, B) are shown in Table 5 , in which MLE(1) and MLE(35) represent the sample size is 1 and 35 respectively. The Ground truth is also listed for further analysis.
It is evident that, no matter MLE(1) or MLE(35), the ML estimation fails to estimate the parameters since the results are far away from the ground truth. The reason for this is that, the sample data size for MLE learning is too small/limited to supply parameter estimation information. And this insufficient information from pure sample set learning cause the MLE results could not be accepted by any domain expert. Table 6 shows the learned node D parameters with same first 35 available data in Table 3 using MLE, MAP(τ ijk takes 0.001), QMAP and PEUC methods respectively. The corresponding average KL values are also listed. Fig. 2 indicates the KL divergence comparisons of different methods of node ''D'' under the sample number of 1∼600 group. For the convenience to display, the logarithm of KL divergence, decibel value (dB), is used. All result On the x-axis, from left-to-right, we progressively selected a larger number of data sizes. The KL divergence comparison of the parameter learning is studied by different methods, using separate curves. And the running time costs (milli second) are listed in Table 7 . Experimental results indicate that: (i) in general, the more sample data sizes (on the x-axis) we can derive, the better parameter estimation quality (on the y-axis) we can derive with the BN parameter learning methods. (ii) when the sample size is small (less than 163), thanks to the constraints, QMAP is superior to MLE or MAP. PEUC provides the best KL performance. Therefore, PEUC method is always outperforms all the other competitors with the smallest KL value, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our framework. (iii) when the sample size is sufficient, the MLE and MAP method tends to perform the same as the PEU method does. This suggests that PEUC can perform well as the classical MLE or MAP approach in this situation. However, the QMAP method didn't provide the dramatic improve-ment trend of KL divergence with increasing data. The reason is that: QMAP results strongly depend on the full constraints; PEUC results benefit from both partial constraints and the available information among the sample set. The PEUC method differs from QMAP in that PEUC can derive more accurate learning results with more and more available observed samples. And as the data size of instances increases, the learning accuracy improves by using the information contained in the available observed data.
2) PARAMETER LEARNING WITH DIFFERENT BN MODELS
The results of parameter learning with different BN models are presented in Table 8 with the best result indicated with asterisks, and statistically significant improvements of the best result over competitors in bold (p<0.05). The size of the networks varies from small, medium, large, to considerably large, i.e., from 5, 15, 35, 55, 255 to 600.
Experimental results demonstrate that: (i) with increasing data, the performance of all the algorithms improved by different degrees. With increasing sample sizes, the performance gap between the PEUC, MLE or MAP decreases. (ii) in nearly all the cases, PEUC outperformed the other competitors. They show the effectiveness of our framework. (iii) with increasing data, the MLE estimation gradually approached the PEUC estimation. A reasonable explanation for this would lie that PEUC is a generalization framework for MLE. And as the data size increases, they are unified with close estimation results. Meanwhile, changing the data size had no dramatic impact on QMAP performance. This reveals that, with increasing samples, the QMAP estimation is still more likely to depend on the parameter constraints by expert knowledge strongly. However, these full constraints knowledge is not readily obtained. Compared with the QMAP method, the PEUC method performed better, especially when more samples are available, and the estimation accuracy can be further modified.
3) CONSTRAINT AMOUNT INFLUENCE FOR CPT SEARCH SPACE
In real-world applications, we may not have sufficient knowledge about full constraints. The constraint amount influence for CPT search space is investigated in the followings. Checking constraints satisfied in TABLE 3, we can find that the constraints in the last 4 rows are axiomatic, and this means they can always easily be decided for any domain experts. Therefore, other constraints beyond the axiomatic ones need more examinations for their contribution to the parameter learning. Hence, in the following experiment, except axiomatic ones, we only emphasize the other 10 constraints.
The results of parameter learning with different BN models are presented in Table 8 with the best result in bold, and statistically significant improvements of the best result over competitors indicated with asterisks.The baseline also achieves good results in Weather and alarm networks.
Constraint sizes and their influences on the parameter learning accuracy are investigated and shown in Fig. 3 . The results of CPTs search space tests for P(D| B, LCTB) are shown in case of no constraint, 5, 6, 8, and 10 constraints according to Table 3 . 18 constraints taken from true parameters are also tested and shown in Fig. 3 . CPT ceilings (red solid lines) and CPT floors(blue solid lines) delimit the parameter search space range. The possible parameter space for searching is shown in the yellow areas. The true CPT/parameter is plotted with the black dash lines. Here, we steadily increase the amount of constraints available, from less to more, to test their benefits for searching.
In Fig. 3(a) , when no constraint is given, the CPT search space(CSS) is the whole range between 0 and 1. When the first 5 constraints are used, the CSS is narrowed dramatically as shown in Fig. 3(b) . CPTs search space tends to narrow with 6, 8, 10, and 18 constraints gradually from Fig. 3(c) to Fig. 3(f) . Obviously, CPTs search space in Fig. 3(f) is very close to the true CPTs. This indicates more and more constraints will provide us more true CPT location information. Although, full or even 18 constraints are not easy to get in practice, fewer constraints, 10 constraints are often not too hard to provide from domain experts in the mentioned Asia model problem.
After introducing 10 constraints in Fig. 3 (e), the CSS achieves even greater reductions in comparison with other fewer constraints. The CSS central trails approach the true CPT due to the benefit of introducing parameter constraints. According to the results above, K-L divergence between true CPTs and average candidate CPTs sampled evenly in the CSS may reduce. This is particularly valuable when the data size is small since this indicates that estimation results purely based on the samples can be modified in the light of candidate CPTs under constraints.
This highlights that more available constraints will help to delimit the parameter search space which tends to better parameter learning results, and the improvement of the parameter learning accuracy dues to the constraints' razor effect for searching. And the expert prior qualitative knowledge about CPT will supply a potential CPT learning resource, particularly on occasions when the available sample data for learning is small.
V. REAL BEARING FAULT DIAGNOSIS CASE STUDIES
In terms of learning accuracy and learning efficiency, we carried out experiments to evaluate the learning performance of PEUC.
In this illustrative application, we are interested in the bearing fault diagnosis modeling with which is related. We use datasets from the repository of the Case Western Reserve University bearing fault simulation laboratory originally (http://www.eecs.case.edu/laboratory/bearing). The laboratory used the destructive test to get sufficient bearing vibrating data in typical fault types. Totally, after the original signal processing techniques [25] , there are 469 feature data sets are available and each set has 8 feature vectors for different bearing fault cases.
However, in the actual practical production process, the equipment fault data that people can acquire is often limited. To solve this problem, we try to use PEUC algorithm to learn BN parameters under the condition of small data (35 sets) and sufficient data (300 sets). Then, we use the rest 169 data sets to infer/reason. The inference results can evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
The BN model structure of bearing fault diagnosis is shown in Fig. 4 , which is completed by the domain expert experiences.
As shown in Fig. 4 , the BN model has 9 nodes: 1 parent nodes 'Bearing', and 8 child nodes representing the 8 feature vectors D0∼D7. For the parent node which we want to infer, there are 4 states: normal state, inner ring fault, outer ring fault and rolling ball fault. And each child node in the feature vectors has 3 states. Therefore, the size of CPT for each child is 4 × 3 = 12.
The BN reasoning algorithm takes the classical Junction Tree algorithm, and the diagnostic belief in this experiment takes 0.86. Then, we use different learning methods to estimate the BN parameters for the fault diagnosis with performance comparisons. Furthermore, the fault diagnosis reasoning is also taken into account with the learned diagnosis BN models.
BN parameters are learned via PEUC method with data size of 35 (small data set) and 300 (sufficient data set) respectively thanks to 8 parameter constraints among the nodes. And the reasoning results using 169 verification (test) data sets for fault diagnosis are listed in Table 9 and Table 10 .
As we can see from Table 9 , the positive diagnosis rate is above 82.25% with 35 sample sets in the light of the PEUC algorithm for BN modeling. The positive rate may be above 92.89% with 300 sets. The bearing fault diagnosis results are acceptable by domain experts. This reveals the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm for parameter learning. This reason lies the PEUC algorithm can make use of available extension data side information to improve the BN accuracy by refining the BN parameters. Table 10 shows that when more sampling data is used for modeling, the higher accuracy for diagnosis BN may achieve.
VI. CONCLUSION
When available modeling data size is small, we proposed a learning Bayesian network parameters algorithm with parameter extension under constraints in this paper. This method asserts a general BN parameters estimation framework which serves to integrate both knowledge from samples and extension parameters according to expert constraints based on the principle of maximum entropy. Experimental results showed that improved accuracy of the new method on a variety of benchmark BNs. The proposed method can improve the learned network quality with more accurate parameters by reducing the parameter search space range given qualitative constraints knowledge. We further highlighted how our framework naturally modeled the fault diagnosis task. While the intelligent application systems may often face the dilemma of small or scarce modeling samples, the PEUC algorithm shows its potential to benefit many real-world intelligent application systems on parameter learning tasks.
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